RIPTIDE REMODEL

BEACON HILL
Longtime admirers of ‘Riptide,’ a classic Colonial Revival on
Shore Road, hire Polhemus Savery DaSilva to renovate and
retain the home’s character—‘whale’s tail and all.’
By CA ROL K . DUM AS | Photography by BR I A N VA NDEN BR INK

Riptide is one of only a few houses on Shore Road where the
property starts at Shore Road and ends at the water.
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RIPTIDE REMODEL

The blue color scheme—homeowner
Anna’s favorite hue—can be found
throughout the home. The color
palette was inspired by the Cape’s
ubiquitous blue hydrangea.

hore Road is renowned for its sweeping
views of Chatham Harbor, the narrow
barrier beach in the distance and the
temperamental Atlantic Ocean beyond. It’s
a landscape that has been shaped by time and tide,
by man and nature for centuries.
The architecture along this ocean view drive has
also become as iconic as the landscape itself with
the building of many stately homes and Chatham
Bars Inn.
One such architectural gem is Riptide—perhaps
not as identifiable as Hydrangea Walk or as historic
as the Joseph Lincoln House, or as large as newer
contemporary homes facing the water—but this
classic Colonial Revival is part of the charm of Shore
Road. One of its longtime admirers was a couple
who have owned a home near the Chatham Fish
Pier for 15 years.
“My husband, Greg, had always been enamored
with Riptide, which was just down the street
from us,” says homeowner Anna. “He loved the
architecture, and the fact that it is one of only a very
few houses on Shore Road where the property starts
at Shore Road and ends at the water.”
The Chicago residents were looking to purchase a
second home on Shore Road to accommodate their
growing, extended family. The house they were
initially looking at on Shore Road would need some
updating and renovating, so they met with Peter
and Aaron Polhemus of Polhemus Savery DaSilva
Architects Builders (PSD). The Polhemuses then
invited the couple to view a renovation the firm had
completed 10 years ago on Shore Road. Ironically,
that renovation had been at Riptide.
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RIPTIDE REMODEL

“While we were touring the home, our
Realtor and friend, unbeknownst to
us, spoke to the owners to ask them if
they had ever given any consideration
to moving,” recalled Anna. “Long story
short—we ended up purchasing the
home from them.”

Signature elements
throughout the house
include an S-curve shaped
bracket, custom columns
and balustrades and crisp
white trim.

The home, originally built in the early
20th century in a bungalow style, had
been renovated a few times since it
was built, most dramatically to reflect
the popularity of the Colonial Revival
style. In the 1930s, floorboards,
fireplace surrounds and paneling from
an antique colonial house were reused
in a renovation. PSD was hired yet
again to instill a new owners’ stamp
inside, this time along the theme of
“Beacon Hill by the Sea.”
Initially, minor revisions were
discussed, but “the snowball effect
took shape. Before we knew it, we were
in full, total renovation mode,” says
Anna.

Custom cabinetry provide
plenty of storage in the
new kitchen designed
by Classic Kitchens &
Interiors of Hyannis.

The couple’s wish list included a front
entry facing the street (it previously
faced the side) and a larger family
room, in addition to expanding two
small bedrooms upstairs, updating the
bathrooms and opening the first-floor
living space to gain an uninterrupted
water view from the front door to the
back property, which faced Chatham
Harbor. It was important to them
to maintain the historic integrity of
Riptide’s exterior.
“We were adding some square
footage to the home, and the team at
PSD worked tremendously to ensure
that, with the addition, Riptide still
maintained its character—whale’s tail
and all,” says Anna, referring to the
existing marble sculpture visible from
the road.
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The dining room was kept in the
same location, but expanded
and updated. Polhemus Savery
DaSilva restored the antique
fireplace, keeping its traditional
character.
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RIPTIDE REMODEL

Banks of windows
showcase sweeping
ocean views.

The whale’s tail marble sculpture was
relocated to the right side of the
garden, where it remains a focal point.

The homeowners were thrilled with PSD’s response. The clearly defined front
entry includes a covered portico—its opening transforms into a large, glowing
lantern at night. “This was the desired effect of our design,” says Design
Principal John DaSilva. “If you look at the new portico, it has multiple arched
openings. Picture the lights on at night and it’s like a lantern.”
The front door opens into a foyer accented by a two-story staircase. The
kitchen space was moved to a more central location and is partly screened by
a colonnade. White and gray custom cabinetry provide plenty of storage in
the new kitchen designed by Classic Kitchens & Interiors of Hyannis. A huge
central island offers casual seating and a view into the family room addition.
Banks of windows take in the stunning ocean view in the new open-concept
floor plan.
The dining room was kept in the same location, but expanded and updated
with new wallpaper and windows. PSD restored the antique fireplace, keeping
its traditional character. Signature elements throughout the house include
custom columns and balustrades, crisp white trim and dark oak flooring.
Upstairs, the master bedroom’s flat ceiling was replaced by a soaring cathedral
ceiling. The bed is tucked into a niche across from the bay window that takes
in the long distant view up the harbor. Guest bedroom suites feature playful,
built-in window seats, which were a hit with the couple’s grandchildren.
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RIPTIDE REMODEL

The clearly defined front entry
includes a covered portico—its
opening transforms into a large,
glowing lantern at night.

For our complete selection of furniture visit: www.westbarnstabletables.com
“When the family was touring the completed
house and entered those bedrooms, the first
thing the grandkids did was run to those
window seats,” recalls DaSilva. “It was such a
gratifying moment for me!”
An eagle weathervane—crafted of gold leafed
copper—was scaled not just to the house, but
to the expansive harbor beyond. The whale’s
tail sculpture was relocated to the right side of
the garden, where it remains a focal point.

An eagle weathervane is crafted
of gold leafed copper.

Working with SLC Interiors of Hamilton, the
homeowners achieved a “Beacon Hill By the
Sea” look for the décor. The collaboration was
done remotely, and in person at a “marathon
meeting” at the Boston Design Center.
“Within a day, we developed room schemes for
every part of the house,” says Tina Sylvester,
interior designer and project manager.
Sylvester took into account the bungalow’s
traditional and new millwork, original beehive
oven, and fireplaces. She chose English
antiques and heirloom reproductions to play off
those features.

Riptide offers stunning views of
Chatham Harbor.
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84” Long X 40”- 42” Wide X 30” Tall

Brass fixtures give a traditional feeling to the
updated modern marble bathrooms, as does
the understated wallpaper in some rooms. The
blue color scheme—Anna’s favorite hue—
throughout the home is offset by crisp whites
and yellow accents. “The yellow was added
to complement and highlight the blues,” says
Anna.
The color palette was inspired by the Cape’s
ubiquitous blue hydrangea.
“There is something so quintessentially Cape
Cod about hydrangeas and it really provided
the perfect jumping off point for our color
palette,” says Sylvester. “Anna told me from
the start that she wanted her ‘home to feel
happy.’ That bit of feedback really stuck with
me throughout the entire process and often
brought a smile to my face.”
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Trestle Table made
from Antique Pine with
Original Paint

Media Center made
from Antique Pine
with Original Paint

72 1/2” Long X 30 1/2” Wide X 30” Tall

60” Long X 20” Deep X 34” Tall
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